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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

An associated drawback to increasing the range of conventional weapon

systems is an increase in impact point dispersion. In the past, potential ranges of

exterior ballistics were shorter and the accuracy degrading factors such as wind,

temperature, differences in propellant charge temperature, etc. had less time during

which to alter the projectiles flight path. To circumvent these accuracy-degrading

affects of conventional weapon systems, designers of exterior ballistics are

considering employing active control technology to simultaneously enable both

increased range and decreased dispersion for future systems.

Currently considered control mechanisms include configurations capable of

manipulating aerodynamic loads, generating jet thrust, and altering inertial loads on

the body. Many of these configurations contain parts that move in flight in some way,

shape, or form. Aerodynamic control mechanisms include rotation of aerodynamic

lifting surface appendages, deflection of the nose, and deflection of ram air to side

ports. Jet thrust control mechanisms have gas jet and explosive thrusters. Inertial

control mechanisms include internal translation of a control mass and internal rotation

of an unbalanced part. Another multi-component configuration is the dual-spin

projectile, which consists of forward and aft sections connected through a bearing,

allowing different spin rates for each section. Many conventional projectile

configurations contain moving parts as well. Fuse mechanisms used on some indirect

fire ammunition employ a rotor that is permitted to move slightly with respect to the

main projectile body. Submunitions deployed from other projectiles are keyed into

place inside the round, however, small relative motion between parts occurs.

An internal rotating part is an important dynamic component of some new

projectile configurations. For example, a new concept for generating real-time bomb

damage information relies on releasing a relatively small sensor projectile that is

tethered to a parent bomb. As the two projectiles separate, a reel on the parent

munition spins. In another application, active trajectory control is achieved by
controlling the spin rate of the external projectile body, thus predictably changing the
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aerodynamic loads. In this study the control authority of projectiles equipped with an

axially offset internal part that can be controlled at an arbitrary roll orientation is

investigated. Holding the part in different roll orientations with respect to a non-rolling

reference frame creates system mass unbalance. This shift in the system center of

gravity changes the aerodynamic moment applied to the projectile during its flight

resulting in predictable trajectory changes.

In these cases guidance on the effect of the rotating internal part as well as

guidance on how to optimally configure such a system is required. The first part of

this work sheds light on these matters by first developing a projectile linear theory

model specific to projectiles with an internal rotating part. Unlike previous work, the

model is valid for large disk to projectile mass ratio, arbitrary orientation of the disk,

and arbitrary placement of the disk within the projectile. The effect of physical

parameters such as orientation, placement, mass, and speed of the rotating part on the

epicyclic modes of vibration is examined.

The second part of this work evaluates the potential of an axially offset internal

part as an active trajectory control mechanism. A seven degree-of-freedom flight

dynamic model of a projectile equipped with an internal part is defined. The model,

along with a flight control system to track commanded roll orientation of the part, is

used to make trajectory predictions. The model is subsequently employed to predict

control authority of exemplary fin-stabilized and spin-stabilized projectiles. Control

authority versus control activation time, radial offset distance of the part and mass of

the part are documented. It is shown that by fundamentally altering the inertia and

aerodynamic properties of conventional rigid projectiles equipped with internal part

control mechanisms, such as to induce instability in the system, results in increased

control authority.
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LINEAR THEORY OF A PROJECTILE WITH A ROTATING INTERNAL
PART IN ATMOSPHERIC FLIGHT4

Geoffrey W. Frost* and Mark F. Costellot
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 97331

ABSTRACT

Dynamic modeling of the atmospheric flight mechanics of a projectile

equipped with an internal rotating disk is investigated and a modified projectile linear

theory is established for this configuration. To model this type of projectile requires

alteration of several of the coefficients of the epicyclic dynamics leading to changes in

the fast and slow epicyclic modes. A study of the frequency and damping properties of

the epicyclic modes is conducted by systematically varying disk orientation, location,

mass, and rotational speed. It is shown that the presence of an internal rotating disk

can causes substantial changes in the epicyclic dynamics, including instability, in

some configurations.

'The authors acknowledge the very thorough examination of the original version of this paper by the
reviewers which uncovered numerical errors in several figures.

Graduate Research Assistant, Department of Mechamcal Engineering, ORISE Fellow, Member AIAA.
Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Member AIAA.



NOMENCLATURE

I, J1, K1 = inertial frame unit vectors

'B' B ,KB = body frame unit vectors

JN KN = no-roll frame unit vectors

XPD, YPD , = body frame components of distance vector from projectile center of
mass to disk center of mass

Xp,p,Zp = body frame components of distance vector from projectile center of
base to projectile center of mass

XD, YD' ZD = body frame components of distance vector from projectile center of
base to disk center of mass

XE 'YE' ZE = nominal body frame components of distance vector from projectile
center of base to projectile center of mass

XPA , YPA , Z = no-roll frame components of distance vector from projectile center of
mass to center of pressure

XPM YPM , = no-roll frame components of distance vector from projectile center of
mass to Magnus center of pressure

u, v, w = translational velocity components of the two-body system center of
mass resolved in the body frame

I, i, ii = translational velocity components of the two-body system center of
mass resolved in the no-roll frame

p, q, r = roll, pitch, and yaw components of the angular velocity vector of
projectile body expressed in the body frame

, , = roll, pitch, and yaw components of the angular velocity vector of
projectile body expressed in the no-roll frame

0,0, y = Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles

OD 0D = Disk reference frame orientation angles

/3D = Disk spin angle relative to disk reference frame
x, y, z = position vector components of the two-body system center of mass

expressed in the inertial frame
= angular velocity vector of no-roll reference frame with respect to the

inertial frame
WDIJ = angular velocity vector of disk body with respect to the inertial frame

= angular velocity vector of disk body with respect to the projectile
body frame

= angular velocity vector of projectile body with respect to the inertial
frame
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= translational velocity vector of two-body system with respect to the

inertial frame
= translational acceleration vector of two-body system with respect to

the inertial frame

mD = disk body mass

= projectile body mass

= two-body system mass

m = nominal projectile mass

aD/I = translational acceleration vector of disk mass center with respect to
the inertial frame

= translational acceleration vector of projectile body mass center with
respect to the inertial frame

= weight vector of two-body system

J47p = weight vector of projectile body

= weight vector of disk body

PR = reaction force vector

aPhr = angular acceleration vector of projectile body with respect to the
inertial frame

TC_D = distance vector from composite body center of mass to disk center of
mass

= distance vector from composite body center of mass to projectile
center of mass

rPD distance vector from projectile center of mass to disk center of mass

= aerodynamic forces vector

XA, A' ZA = aerodynamic force vector components expressed in the body frame

XA, , Z = aerodynamic force vector components expressed in the no-roll frame

Xf , Y,, Z, = projectile weight vector components expressed in the body frame

= projectile weight vector components expressed in the no-roll frame

X, Y, Z = total external force components on the projectile body expressed in
the no-roll frame

= transformation matrix from the disk frame to the body frame

TN = transformation matrix from the body frame to the no-roll frame

= transformation matrix from the body frame to the inertial frame

LR, MR ,NR = reaction moment components due to cross product of distance vector
from projectile center of mass to disk center of mass with reaction
force vector expressed in the body frame



LR MR, NR = reaction moment components due to cross product of distance vector
from projectile center of mass to disk center of mass with reaction
force vector expressed in the no-roll frame

= angular momentum vector of the projectile body about projectile
mass center with respect to the inertial frame

HD/J = angular momentum vector of the disk body about disk mass center
with respect to the inertial frame

MR = reaction moment vector

MA = total aerodynamic moment vector

H10x , H , H = angular momentum derivative vector components of the projectile

body expressed in the body frame

i, I = angular momentum derivative vector components of the projectile

body expressed in the no-roll frame
HDX,HE,),,HI = angular momentum derivative vector components of the projectile

body expressed in the body frame

HDX, H , H = angular momentum derivative vector components of the projectile

body expressed in the no-roll frame

LA ,MA, NA = total aerodynamic moment vector components expressed in the body
frame

LA ,MA, NA = total aerodynamic moment vector components expressed in the no-
roll frame

I. = mass moment of inertia matrix of the projectile body about its mass
center with respect to the body frame

= mass moment of inertia matrix of the disk body about its mass center
with respect to the disk frame

= nominal mass moment of inertia matrix of the projectile body about
its mass center with respect to the body frame

L, M, N = total aerodynamic moment vector components expressed in the no-
roll frame

C10 = zero yaw axial force aerodynamic coefficient for the projectile body

C12 = yaw drag axial force aerodynamic coefficient for the projectile body

CNA = normal force aerodynamic coefficient for the projectile body

CYPA = Magnus force aerodynamic coefficient for the projectile body

CDD = roll moment aerodynamic coefficient for the projectile body

CL,, = roll damping moment aerodynamic coefficient for the projectile body

CMQ = pitch damping moment aerodynamic coefficient for the projectile

body



V = velocity magnitude
a = longitudinal aerodynamic angle of attack
/3 = lateral aerodynamic angle of attack

p = density of air
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INTRODUCTION

Many conventional projectile configurations contain internal parts that slightly

move in flight in some way, shape, or form. Fuze mechanisms used on some indirect

fire ammunition employ a rotor that is permitted to move slightly with respect to the

main projectile body. Submurntions deployed from indirect fire projectiles are keyed

into place inside the round, however, small relative motion between parts occurs.

These configurations can experience dynamic instability typified by large loss in range

and large spin decay.1 Soper evaluated the stability of a spinning projectile that

contains a cylindrical mass fitted loosely into a cylindrical cavity.2 The cylinder is

constrained to spin with the main body projectile. It is shown that an unstable coning

motion exists in which spin decay and cone angle grow proportional to friction

coefficient between the mass and cavity and the maximum cant angle between the

mass and the projectile. Using a similar geometric configuration, Murphy developed a

quasi-linear solution for a projectile with an internal moving part.3 It provided an

explanation of the unusual flight behavior exhibited by four projectiles that all

contained parts with slight relative motion between components. Later, D'Amico

performed a detailed series of experiments where a projectile with a loose internal part

was driven by the rotor of a freely gimbaled gyroscope.4 The gyroscope yaw history

and the orbital motion of the loose part were measured and used to predict the moment

and resulting yaw growth caused by the loose part. Hodapp expanded the work of

Sope? and Murphy3 by considering a projectile configuration with a partially

restrained internal member with a mass center offset.5 Results of this study indicate

that small mass center offset of the partially restrained internal member can reduce the

instability caused by the loose internal part.

New projectiles configurations have emerged that contain multiple moving

parts which are fundamental to the basic design and operation of the projectile. The

gimbal nose projectile configuration is an example of one such configuration. It

consists of a standard projectile shape with a nose section that is free to rotate with

respect to the main body. Goddard6 originally conceived of this device for aircraft
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control and later Barrett and Stutts7 considered this mechanism for active control of

munitions. Schmidt and Donovan8 as well as Costello and Agarwalla9 showed that

dispersion of a fin stabilized direct fire projectile could be reduced by more than 50%

using a passive gimbal nose to significantly reduce aerodynamic jump. Another

multiple component configuration is the dual-spin projectile, which consists of

forward and aft sections connected through a bearing, allowing different spin rates for

each section. Smith, Smith, and Topliffe'° used a dual-spin projectile for active

control of an artillery shell by mounting canards on the forward section of the

projectile. The forward section was roll stabilized to aid the functionality of the

canards while the aft section provided spin stability. Costello and Peterson11

developed a linear theory for dual-spin projectiles that predicts stability for this

configuration while Burchett, Peterson, and Costello12 predicted swerve of a dual-spin

projectile caused by lateral pulse jets.

An internal rotating disk is an important dynamic component of some new

projectile configurations. For example, a new concept for generating real-time bomb

damage information relies on releasing a relatively small sensor projectile that is

tethered to a parent bomb. As the two projectiles separate, a reel on the parent

munition spins. In another application, active trajectory control is achieved by

controlling the spin rate of the external projectile body, thus predictably changing the

aerodynamic loads. To implement this control concept requires an internal rotating

disk. In these cases, weapon system designers require guidance on the effect of the

rotating internal part as well as guidance on how to optimally configure such a system.

The work reported here sheds light on these matters by first developing a projectile

linear theory specific to projectiles with an internal rotating disk. Unlike previous

work, the model is valid for large disk to projectile mass ratio, arbitrary orientation of

the disk, and arbitrary placement of the disk within the projectile. The effect of

physical parameters such as orientation, placement, mass, and speed of the rotating

disk on the epicyclic modes of vibration is examined.
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ROTATING INTERNAL PART PROJECTILE DYNAMIC MODEL

A projectile containing an axisymmetric rotating internal part that spins at a

constant rate, 0, is considered as shown in Figure 1.1. The mathematical model

1,

'S

Projectile

Base

/ frl&' I

TB

.1

Figure 1.1 Position Coordinates Schematic of a Rotating Internal Part Projectile
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describing the motion of the projectile allows for three translational and three

rotational rigid-body degrees of freedom. In order to develop the dynamic equations

of motion for these six degrees of freedom, three separate reference frames are used as

shown in Figure 1.1. The ground surface is used as an inertial reference frame with

J positive down. A body frame is fixed on the projectile at the mass center of the

two-body system with 'B positive out the nose of the projectile. Due to the

axisymmetric nature of the rotating internal part, the mass center of the internal part is

fixed with respect to the body frame. The disk is considered to have a known constant

spin rate and its axis of spin is specified in the body frame by a set of direction cosine

elements.

The three translational degrees of freedom are the three components of the

two-body, mass center position vector.

= x11 + yJ, + (1)

A sequence of rotations from the inertial frame to the projectile frame is defined by a

set of body-fixed rotations that are ordered in the conventional manner as shown in

Figure 1.2. The three rotational degrees of freedom are the Euler roll angle (qS), pitch

angle (9), and yaw angle (tv). In the normal process of simplifying the equations of

motion using projectile linear theory, an intermediate frame is utilized, namely, the no-

roll frame, defined as an intermediate frame before roll angle rotation. Figure 1.3

shows the relative locations of the projectile and disk centers of gravity and the

projectile body centers of pressure.

The kinematic differential equations define six of the twelve dynamic

equations needed to describe the motion of the states: x, y, z, 4, 0, and '. The no-roll

frame variables, ii, i, , , , and ?, are chosen for the remaining twelve state

variables. The transformation from the no-roll frame (N) to the inertial frame (I) is

11 S, S0C, 'N 'N

.11 C9S, C, S9S, "N [TN] N (2)

59 0 C9 "N LN
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I 7I,

14

Figure 1.2 Attitude Coordinates Schematic of a Rotating Internal Part Projectile

while the transformation from the projectile body frame, (B), to the no-roll frame, (N),

'S

11N1 [1 0 0 1IIB1 11B1

JN=IO cØ -sIJ =ITT1cLJ
B jØj' B (3)

kNj L°
50 CO ][KJ [KBj

leading to the transformation from the body frame, (B), to the inertial frame, (I),

described by,
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Figure 1.3 Rotating Internal Part Projectile Geometry

11,1 Ic9c, ss9c,cs,, C#SeCW+SØS,lIIBl 1181

=CeSy, JB TB1JB (4)
KJJ

L
S SC CC j t8J IKBJ

In the above equations and the equations shown below, the standard shorthand

notation for trigonometric functions is used: sin(a) 5a cos(a) C(J tan(a) t.
The mass center velocity vector of the two-body system is defined in each of

the reference frames discussed above,

'N +VJN +WKN UI8 +vJ8 +WK8 =i1 +)>J1 +K, (5)

as is the angular velocity vector of the projectile body

B/I = P'N + qJ + rKN = p18 + q18 + rK8 (6)

and the angular velocity vector of the no-roll reference frame.

WN/J --rt9I+q.J+rK (7)
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The angular velocity vector of the internal rotating part with respect to the inertial

frame is found by summing the angular velocity vector of the projectile body with

respect to the inertial frame with the angular velocity vector of the internal rotating

part with respect to the projectile body frame.

= + D/B (8)

where the angular velocity vector of the internal rotating part with respect to the

projectile body frame is

where

°DIP = + flyOJ9 + (9)

mx C

#D9D (10)
-00 S9

Applying the transformation given in Equation 2 to the mass center velocity

components expressed in the no-roll reference frame yields

X C9C, 9Cyi u

= c9s, c, s9s, j7 (11)

z s8 0 C9 W

Equating the projectile angular velocity vectors described using no-roll frame

components and using Euler angle rates generates

1 0 t8 j

8=01 0 (12)
1/1 0 0 1/C9

The kinetic differential equations are derived by separating the two-body

system at the disk axle connection point and considering the reaction forces and

moments associated with each individual part. A constraint force F and a constraint

moment applied at the disk center of gravity, couple the disk and projectile
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bodies. Equations 13 and 14 give the translational kinetic differential equations for

each body.

mDaDIJ-FR+WD (13)

mpdp1j FR +W +FA (14)

Summing Equations 13 and 14 yields the expression for the translational dynamic

equation of motion for the two-body system,

md11 _EA +W (15)

where

and

mã11 = mDaD/I + mpdp,j (16)

(17)

N4
U

dt
+O)NJXVC/J (18)

The constraint force is obtained by subtracting Equation 14 from Equation 13:

= ED/I + mDmP
(19)

mP)tmD +mp)

The acceleration of the mass center of the disk, dD/I, and the acceleration of the mass

center of the projectile, can be expressed in terms of the acceleration of the

composite body mass center by using the formula for two points fixed on a rigid body.

= acii + aBI! )< + WB/1 (ã3B,J X TC-D) (20)

a011 -aC/I +aB/I XF;_)p +O)B/I x(OiB,J '<-) (21)

After substituting these expressions into Equation 19, the constraint force is expressed

in the following manner

- ( - PYmm
FR = J aB,! X + 0B/I x (coB,J X rP_.D) + D

j
(22)

mp}ynD+mP)

The rotational kinetic equations of motion for the projectile and disk bodies are given

by
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'dAD,!
= (23)

dt
R

'dH =A
dt

RrP.DxFR+MA (24)

Summing the above two equations eliminates the reaction moment and forms the

rotational kinetic equation for the two-body system expressed in the body reference

frame.

'dH 'dHP/I + DII iXF+M (25)
dt dt

Unlike the kinetic translational equation of motion it is easier to form the rotational

equation of motion in the body frame and later convert it to the no-roll reference frame

when expressing in component form. Therefore, the angular momentum derivatives

are expressed as

'dH BdA -
DII

+O)B/JXHD/, (26)
dt dt

'dH BdfJP/I
+O)B,IXHP/, (27)

dt dt

The translational dynamic equation given in Equation 15 is expressed in the

no-roll frame.

0

=- Y 1 0 t9 (28)
c -7t9 0

where the weight force and aerodynamic loads expressed in the no-roll frame are

written as,

F'A _XAIN +ZAKN (29)

V/c XWIN +ZWKN (30)

so that
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X, Xw

(31)

zW

Xw Se

=mg 0 (32)

Co

The aerodynamic forces are described in the next section.

The body frame components of the rotational dynamics equation of motion

given by Equation 25 can be written as

1p
[A ={B1,j (33)

Lr

where

A = I + TDIDT' mSSPJ,DSDJ,D (34)

ILA 1 IXPD] m fXA 1p1
B = 7nSSDSØS YPD RPD A 1- SI q

[NAJ 1ZPD
mp

IZAJ [rj

-s T I TTTDIDT9S0) (35)D D D

Lr+nQi

and

0

SD = ZPD

YPD

0

[sj=

q

ZpD YPD

0 XpD (36)

XPD 0

r q

0 p (37)

p0
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The transformation matrix from the disk reference frame to the projectile reference

frame is formed as given in equation 38.

11B1 [ C 0
D

11r1 lID]

= SS9 C0 S0 C0 'D = [i
] D (38)

LBj L C059 0D
C0C9

iLJ 1KDJ

To be consistent with projectile linear theory, Equation 33 is converted to the

no-roll frame through multiplication of the equation by 7. Also, a change of

variables is introduced from body frame angular velocity components to no-roll frame

components. With these conversions, Equation 33 is expressed as

where

(39)

= T0T (i + TDIDT4 mSSPJ,DSOJ,D )r (40)

IL4 1 1XpD IXA1 I

1#RPD A IBRD=MAL-mST#SRPDSSwYPDJ_--_c
I l_q.TSJ

{-Aj
m,

I {7JPD AJ

and

_TTTJTTS n) _TTSTITTT 1TSWTDIDT,' n)
nQ

p
TT(I+TITTmSS)i (41)

r

100
o c0 s0 (42)

0 -S0 C0
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[0 0 0

= (j + 0 s c (43)

[0 _c s
In the above cross product operator matrix, S0, the body frame angular velocity

components p, q, and r are replaced by , cq + and sq + c, respectively.

Equations 11, 12, 28, and 39 provide 12 nonlinear differential equations that

govern atmospheric flight of a projectile equipped with an axisymmetric rotating

internal component. With a given set of initial conditions, these equations can be

numerically integrated forward in time.

AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS

The equations of motion discussed above are largely driven by the

aerodynamic forces and moments exerted on the projectile body. The aerodynamic

loads consist of steady aerodynamic forces and linear Magnus forces and are

formulated separately.

XA XS XM
(44)

ZS

The steady aerodynamic forces act at the center of pressure of the projectile body and

are provided in Equation 45.

C0 +C2a2 +C2/32
Ys = CNJ3 (45)

CNAa

The Magnus force act at the Magnus force center of pressure, which is different from

the center of pressure of the steady aerodynamic forces. Figure 1.3 shows the relative

locations of the projectile body centers of pressure.
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1XM
1 1

M q
J pDCa

(46)
1 2V

LMi
2V j

The longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic angles of attack used in Equations 45 and 46

are given in Equation 47.

a = tan1(i/i7)fi/I Ia = tan'(i7/i) IY/j% (47)

q =pj)2(j72 +j72 2)
(48)

Aerodynamic coefficients in Equations 45 and 46 depend on local Mach number at the

composite body mass center.

The externally applied moments on the projectile body found on the right-hand

side of the rotational kinetic equations contain contributions from steady and unsteady

aerodynamics and Magnus moments.

MA = MS + M + MM (49)

Ns N0

The steady aerodynamic moments are computed for the projectile body with a cross

product between the steady body aerodynamic force vector and the distance vector

from the projectile center of gravity to the center of pressure. Magnus moments on the

body are computed in a similar way, with a cross product between the Magnus force

vector and the distance vector from the projectile center of gravity to the Magnus

center of pressure. The unsteady body aerodynamic moments provide a damping

source for projectile angular motion and are given by Equation 50.
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141
IC

DCJ1D

DD 2V I

MU Ya'
DcMQ

L (50)
2V I

1"uJ

[

7DCJ\TQ
I

2V
J

Air density is computed using the standard atmosphere.13

ROTATING INTERNAL PART PROJECTILE LINEAR THEORY

The preceding equations of motion in their current state are highly nonlinear

and while a solution, given an initial set of conditions, may be obtained numerically, it

is desirable to solve them with a closed form solution for increased understanding of

the dynamic behavior. Linear theory for symmetric rigid projectiles introduces a

series of assumptions that yield a refined set of linear differential equations that can be

solved in closed form. These equations form the basis of classic projectile stability

theory. This same set of assumptions can be used to establish a linear theory for

projectiles containing an axisymmetric rotating internal part in atmospheric flight.

The necessary assumptions are as follows:

1) The variable is changed from no-roll, station line velocity u, to total velocity V.

Equation 51 and 52 relate V and u and their derivatives.

V=J2±i72+2 (51)

(52)

2) The variables are changed from time, t, to dimensionless arc length s. The

dimensionless arc length, as defined by Murphy'4 is given in Equation 53 and is

measured in units of distance traveled.

s=--JVdr (53)
D0

Time and arc length derivatives of a dummy variable are related by

(54)
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=(V/D)2(ççv'/v) (55)

3) Euler yaw and pitch angles are small.

9 C9 1 s, /I ci,, 1 (56)

4) Aerodynamic angles of attack are small.

aIV flIV (57)

5) The effects of mass and inertia changes of a projectile on stability are well

known. To properly evaluate the affects on stability solely due to a rotating internal

part, the total mass of the two-component system is held constant and individual

component mass and inertia properties are appropriately modified. Beginning with a

symmetric projectile, a disk is removed from the rigid projectile body and replaced

with a rotating disk that has the same mass and inertia properties as the removed

portion. Hence, the two-body system has its mass center along the axis of symmetry.

For computing aerodynamic loads, the velocity of the original rigid body mass center,

along the axis of symmetry of the projectile, is used and not the projectile body mass

center, which for offset disk configurations, oscillates at the projectile spin rate.

Equation 58 provides the shift in the projectile's center of gravity due to the addition

of the internal part and Equation 59 is used to populate the projectile's inertia matrix

for various disk configurations.

+ z

'P 'E -mp Xpp
xPzP

where

Xp mExE mDxD

YP = mEyE mDyD
Zp mEzEmDzD

Xpp XpZp

X0+Z pZp

pZp

y +
TDIDTD-mD XDYD

XDZD

(58)

XDYD XDZD

X + Z YDZD (59)

YDZD X+Y
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m1,, =mE mD (60)

6) The projectile is aerodynamically symmetric.

CNR = CMQ (61)

C0 = C0 0 (62)

C1 = C1 = CNA (63)

7) A fiat fire trajectory is assumed, and the force of gravity is neglected for

stability analysis.

8) The quantities 0, v, ', ?, i, and are small compared to V and q, therefore

the products of these small quantities and their derivatives are negligible.

After application of these assumptions the projectile linear theory differential

equations are obtained.

x'=D (64)

y' = (D/v) + yiD (65)

z'=(D/V)i-9D (66)

(67)

= (D/v (68)

(69)

V' (pS'DCx0V)/2mc (70)

I
(p5D2(DCLp + 2CDDV)')

(71)p
4(1D+1P) )

v' A 0 0 D i
w'O ADO

(72)q'BCEFq
r' CBF E

Equations 64-72 are linear, except for the total velocity, V. which is retained in several

of the equations. It is assumed that V changes slowly with respect to the other state



variables, and is considered to be constant where it appears in other dynamic

equations. With this assumption, the total velocity the angle of attack dynamics, and

the roll dynamics all become uncoupled, linear-time invariant equations of motion.

Equation 72 is the matrix form of the epicyclic dynamic equations where

[f f f f is a periodic inhomogeneous forcing term. The angle of attack

stability of the projectile is largely determined by the homogeneous equations. It

should be noted that the basic structure of the epicyclic dynamic equations of a rigid

projectile are the same as shown above. Differences in the epicyclic dynamics of both

configurations are contained in the coefficients B, C, E, and F. In the most general

case, where the disk is located off the axis of symmetry and canted at an arbitrary

angle, these coefficients are algebraically lengthy. While straightforward and

computationally trivial to compute, space limitations here prevent the most general

form of these coefficients to be listed. However, Appendix A provides these

coefficients for the special case of the disk located on and aligned with the projectile

axis of symmetry.

The four roots of the homogeneous characteristic equation shown in Equation

72 are given in Equation 73.

(A+E_iF±(A_E)2 +4CDF2 +2i(AF_2BD_EF))
5= (73)

+(A+E+iF±.JA_E2 4CDF2 +2i(EF+2BD_AF))

Two pairs of complex conjugates are generated which are typically called the

epicyclic fast and slow modes. These results are identical to conventional rigid

projectile analysis. Consequently, rotating internal part projectile analysis can be

approached in essentially the same manner that rigid projectiles are analyzed.
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EXAMPLE RESULTS

In order to examine the changes an internal rotating disk induces on the dynamic

behavior of a projectile, the following analysis documents how the fast and slow

epicyclic modes change for various rotating disk arrangements. Results are shown for

a typical 155mm spin stabilized artillery shell having a nominal weight of 94.88 lbf

with a reference area of S = 0.20ft2 and a reference diameter, D = 0.5 ifi. The nominal

stationline, buttline, and waterline distances to the projectile's center of gravity are XE

= 1.06ft, YE = 0.00ft and ZE = 0.00ft. The air density is specified at p = 1 .75E-3slugs ft

and aerodynamic coefficients are CNA = 2.66, CYPA = -0.96, and CMQ = -27.7. The

standard aerodynamic center of pressure and the aerodynamic center of Magnus are

located at the following distances along the stationline, buttline, and waterline XA =

1.76fi, YA = 0.00ft and ZA = 0.00ft and XM = 0.53ft, YM = 0.00ft and ZM = 0.00ft. The

moments of inertia about the body-axis are: I = 0.1 lslugf?, 'EYY = 1 .4oslugf?, and

'E72 = 1 .4oslugf?. The nominal disk is 0.33 ft in diameter, 0.06ft thick and weighs 9.5

lbf It is nominally located on the projectile center of gravity and has the following

inertia properties: 'D = 0.004lslug f? , 'DYY = 0.002lslugf?, and IDZz = 0.002lslugft2.

Euler angles of the projectile are = 0.O0rad, 0 = 0.00rad, and = 0.00rad. The

projectile has a forward velocity of Ii = 2710ft/s and a spin rate of = 1674.lOrad/s.

The pitch and yaw rates and the side velocities are all equal to zero. The disk spin rate

and orientation relative to the projectile are varied.

In the analysis to follow, the ratio of the disk mass to projectile mass is dubbed

the mass ratio, MR, the ratio of the disk spin rate to the projectile spin rate is call the

spin ratio, SR, the angle that the disk is rotated from the projectile axis is given as the

disk angle, D, and the angle that the disk spin axis is nutated from the projectile axis

is given as the disk angle, °D. The disk rotation and nutation angles are defined in

Figure 1.1.

A mass ratio of 1/10 and a spin ratio of 10 were considered for a system containing a

disk located on the projectile center of gravity. The orientation of the disk is located

by a rotation of D about 'B' followed by a rotation of 0D about D Because the



projectile is symmetrical the rotation angle, D' of the disk has no physical

significance on the configuration of the system and cannot affect the stability. Thus,

the epicyclic modes are solely a function of the nutation angle, 9D' which is the angle

between the spin axes of the disk and spin axes of the projectile. The angle between

the spin axes of the disk and the spin axes of the projectile was varied over a range

from 0° to 360° and the natural frequencies and damping ratio factors for this system

were determined, and are shown for the fast and slow modes in Figures 1.4-5.
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Figure 1.4 System Natural Frequencies, Mass Ratio = 1/10, Spin Ratio = 10
(Fast Mode Solid Line, Slow Mode - Dashed Line)
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The figures show that the eigenvalues of the system's epicyclic equations are

dependent on disk orientation. It is also shown that orientation angles that affect a

relatively large change in natural frequency have very little effect on the damping of

the system. The converse is true as well. Moreover, Figure 1.5 shows that if it is

desired for this particular system to remain stable certain disk orientation angles must

be avoided.

The above study was repeated for a wide range of lateral disk displacements

and the exact sets of eigenvalues were obtained for all positions. Thus, for a given

disk-orientation the epicyclic dynamics of the system are independent of the lateral

placement of the disk. In other words, no matter where the disk is placed with respect
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to the projectile, for a given disk orientation and the same set of flight conditions, the

roots of the epicyclic equations are the same.

The effect on the epicyclic dynamics of the system of varying the disk orientation for

three different mass ratios with a spin ratio of 5 is demonstrated in the root-locus plots

shown in Figures 1.6-8. The disk nutation angle, 0D is varied from 00 (represented by

the diamond) to 360°. The disk angle is defined in the inset of Figure 1.6 for a disk

located off the projectile axis of symmetry in the buttline direction (JB axis). Because

the epicyclic dynamics are independent of disk location this lateral displacement was

arbitrarily chosen as a representative case to study the effects that varying
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Figure 1.6 Root-Locus for Mass Ratio = 1/100 and Spin Ratio = 5
(0 OD = 00,3600, = 90°, j = 180°, X = Rigid Projectile)
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Figure 1.7 Root-Locus for Mass Ratio = 1/10 and Spin Ratio = 5
( O = 00,3600, o = 90°, o OD = 180°, X = Rigid Projectile)

the mass and spin ratios have on the epicyclic dynamics. The circle represents the

eigenvalues for a disk angle of 90°, the square for a disk angle of 180°, and the bold X

denotes the location of the eigenvalues determined from a similar rigid artillery round

without a rotating internal part. These conventions are used for all root-locus plots. In

Figures 1.6-11 the epicyclic modes travel from the diamond to the square as the disk

angle is increased from 0° to 180°, and march back up the same path towards the

diamond as the disk angle is further increased from 180° to 3 60°. In Figure 1.6 it can
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Figure 1.8 Root-Locus for Mass Ratio = 1/5 and Spin Ratio = 5
(0 OD = 00,3600, ° O = 90°, = 180°, X = Rigid Projectile)

be seen that a disk of mass ratio 1/100 slightly affects the projectile fast and slow

modes at angles other than 90°. Comparison of the three root-locus plots reveals that

increasing the mass ratio increases the effect that the spinning disk has on the

epicyclic dynamics. As shown in Figure 1.8, when the mass ratio is sufficiently large,

the fast mode can become unstable for large disk angles greater than 90°. In this case,

spin stability of the complete round is adversely impacted by the 'B component of

disk angular velocity in the opposite direction of projectile spin. Also note that the

mass ratio has very little effect on the stability of the system for a disk angle of 90°.

For disk angles greater than 180° the eigenvalues march back along the same path

towards 0°. This is expected because for a disk located on the projectile axis of
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symmetry the disk angles from 00 to 1800 relative to the projectile are equivalent to

the angles from 180° to 360° with the direction of spin reversed.

Figures 1.9-11 are root-locus plots obtained by varying the disk angle for three

different spin ratios with a disk to projectile mass ratio of 1/10. By comparing Figures

1.9, 1.10, and 1.11 it is shown that decreasing spin ratio diminishes the effect that a

spinning disk of a given mass has on the epicyclic modes. Increasing the spin ratio

[IXI
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Figure 1.9 Root-Locus for Spin Ratio = 1/2 and Mass Ratio = 1/10
(0 OD = 00,3600, = 900, j = 1800, X = Rigid Projectile)

increases the dynamic effects and is capable of driving the system unstable for certain

disk angles. Comparison of Figures 1.6 and 1.9, and comparison of Figures 1.8 and

1.11, show that the same dynamic effects can be achieved with either mass ratio
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Figure 1.10 Root-Locus for Spin Ratio = 1 and Mass Ratio = 1/10
(0 OD = 00,3600, = 90°, O, = 180°, X = Rigid Projectile)

or spin ratio. It is important to note that if the product MRSR is held constant the fast

and slow modes do not change with disk location nor do they change for the same set

of disk orientations. Figures 1.6-11 also demonstrate that a disk of any mass ratio,

spinning in the same direction as the projectile (i.e. disk angle < 90°), tends to stabilize

the fast mode of the system while destabilizing the slow mode. Disk angles of greater

than 90° up to 180° have the opposite effect. However, for large spin ratios and large

mass ratios the movement of the modes is much greater per increase in disk angle. It

should be noted that the same plots, as those in Figures 1.6-11, would be generated for
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the same conditions no matter where the disk was placed with respect to projectile
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Figure 1.11 Root-Locus for Spin Ratio = 10 and Mass Ratio = 1/10
(0 OD = 0°,360°, a = 90°, O, 180°, X = Rigid Projectile)

CONCLUSIONS

The equations of motion for a projectile containing an axisymmetric rotating

internal disk that spins at a constant rate have been developed. The model allows for

the disk to be located off the axis of symmetry of the projectile and oriented at

arbitrary angles relative to the projectile axis of symmetry. Projectile linear theory has

been modified to accommodate projectile configurations that contain an internal

rotating disk. The addition of an internal rotating disk alters several of the coefficients

in the epicyclic dynamic equations leading to modified fast and slow epicyclic modes.



For a specified mass and spin ratio the orientation of the disk affects the epicyclic

dynamics of the system, however the location of the disk has no affect on the epicyclic

dynamics. When the disk axis is perpendicular to the projectile axis of symmetry, the

epicyclic fast and slow modes are equal to the rigid projectile case. If the mass ratio

times the spin ratio is held constant the same epicyclic modes are produced for a given

disk orientation.
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APPENDIX A - EPICYCLIC DYNAMIC EQUATION COEFFICIENTS

Application of the linear theory assumptions to the simplified system of a projectile

containing a rotating internal part located on the projectile axis of symmetry at a disk

angle, 1'D, equal to 00 yields the coefficients of the epicyclic equations shown in

Equations Al-A6.

A=_1A
2m

(Al)

B
(pS'DYmcD((xpM XPD

2V ]
()

c
( pS'DYmcD"i (xpA XpD NA]

(A3)
2mj1 Icyy 2D

(A4)

E
(psLf(mcD2 C

t2mJ1 Icyy

(A5)

F=''" (A6)
v) icy

Magnus force is assumed to be small in comparison to other aerodynamic forces and is

dropped from the above equations. However, due to the magnitude amplification

resulting form the cross product between Magnus force and its respective moment

arm, the Magnus moment is retained in Equation A2. The periodic forcing function,

FF, reduces to zero for the simplified case. The equations for the simplified system

presented above are essentially the same as those derived for a dual-spin projectile by

Costello and Peterson.11 They are identical if the aerodynamic coefficients applied on

the aft section of a dual-spin projectile are neglected.
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ABSTRACT

A key technical challenge for smart weapon developers is design of appropriate

control mechanisms that provide sufficient control authority to enable correction of

typical trajectory errors while not excessively burdening the overall weapon design.

The work reported here considers a rotating mass unbalance control mechanism,

created by radial orientation of an internal part. To investigate the potential of this

control mechanism, a seven degree-of-freedom flight dynamic model of a projectile,

equipped with an internal part is defined. Using this dynamic model it is shown that by

holding the internal part fixed with respect to a non-rolling reference frame,

predictable trajectory changes are generated including predictable impact point

changes. As expected, when unbalance-offset distance, or mass is increased, control

authority increases proportionally. This control mechanism is capable of creating

impact point changes that are the same order of magnitude as dispersion induced at

launch and in flight. To achieve this level of control authority, the projectile must be

designed less stable than is typical of conventional uncontrolled fin and spin stabilized

projectiles.

Graduate Research Assistant, Department of Mechanical Engineering, ORISE Fellow, Member AIAA.
Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Member AIAA.
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NOMENCLATURE

= acceleration of unbalanced part mass center with respect to an inertial

frame
a,,,, = acceleration of projectile mass center with respect to an inertial frame

as/I = acceleration of stationary system reference point with respect to an

inertial frame

aD,! = angular acceleration of unbalanced part with respect to an inertial
frame

= angular acceleration of projectile with respect to an inertial frame

FA = aerodynamic forces

FR = reaction force

= angular momentum of the projectile with respect to an inertial frame

HD,J = angular momentum of the unbalanced part with respect to an inertial

frame
I,, = mass moment of inertia of the projectile about its mass center

= mass moment of inertia of the unbalanced part about its mass center

f C = control reference frame unit vectors

JD KD = unbalanced part frame unit vectors

I, J1, K, = inertial frame unit vectors

'N N' KN = no-roll frame unit vectors

'F' = projectile frame unit vectors

LA ,MA, NA = total aerodynamic moment components expressed in the body frame

MA = total aerodynamic moment

MF = bearing friction moment

MR = bearing reaction moment

mJ) = unbalanced part body mass

m,, = projectile mass

p. q, r = roll, pitch, and yaw components of the angular velocity vector of the
projectile expressed in the body frame

= commanded control angle

ØE = control angle error

= part orientation angle

= Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles of projectile

ØD 9D Y'D = Euler orientation angles of the unbalanced part with respect to the
projectile
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rC_,D = distance from internal part axle connection point to unbalanced part
center of mass

= distance from projectile center of mass to unbalanced part axle
connection point

FpD = distance from projectile center of mass to unbalanced part center of
mass

= distance from stationary system reference point to projectile center of
mass

= distance from stationary system reference point to unbalanced part
axle connection point

T = control torque vector
T = transformation matrix from the projectile body frame to the inertial

frame
TD = transformation matrix from the part body frame to the projectile body

frame
u, v, w = translational velocity components of projectile center of mass

resolved in the body frame
= velocity of stationary system reference point with respect to the

inertial frame
= weight of part body

= weight of projectile body

WD = magnitude of unbalanced part weight
W,, = magnitude of projectile body weight vector

= unbalanced part angular velocity component resolved in the
unbalanced part frame

= angular velocity of unbalanced part with respect to the inertial frame

= angular velocity of unbalanced part with respect to the projectile
body frame

iJ, , = angular velocity of projectile body with respect to the inertial frame

XA, A'ZA = total aerodynamic force components expressed in the body frame
x, y, z = position components of the projectile center of mass expressed in the

inertial frame

XCD, YCD , ZCD = unbalanced part frame components of distance from part axle
connection point to part center of mass

Xp Ypc , z = projectile body frame components of distance from projectile center
of mass to part axle connection point
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INTRODUCTION

As the range of uncontrolled weapons is increased, a side effect is a

concomitant increase in impact point dispersion. To statistically neutralize a target, the

number of rounds to be fired by a conventional weapons system is directly

proportional to the impact point dispersion of the system. Thus, the price to pay for

increased projectile range is firing more rounds at the target.1' 2 To circumvent this

basic limitation of conventional weapon systems, designers are considering employing

active control technology to simultaneously enable both increased range and decreased

dispersion for future systems. A key component of a smart projectile is the control

mechanism. The control mechanism must be capable of altering the trajectory of the

projectile in such a way that impact point errors induced at launch and in flight can be

corrected. At the same time, the control mechanism must be rugged to withstand high

acceleration loads at launch, small so that payload space is not compromised, and

inexpensive for cost considerations.

Current projectile control mechanisms include configurations capable of

manipulating aerodynamic loads, generating jet thrust, and altering inertial loads on

the body. Examples of aerodynamic control mechanisms include rotation of

aerodynamic lifting surface appendages, deflection of the nose, and deflection of ram

air to side ports. Examples of jet thrust control mechanisms include gas jet thrusters,

and explosive thrusters. Examples of inertial control mechanisms include internal

translation of a control mass and internal rotation of an unbalanced part.

Many conventional uncontrolled projectile configurations contain internal parts

that move slightly in flight. For example, submunitions deployed from indirect fire

projectiles are keyed into place inside the round, however, small relative motion

occurs. Also, fuze mechanisms used on some indirect fire ammunition employ a rotor

that is permitted to move slightly with respect to the main projectile body. Although

seemingly insignificant from a dynamic modeling perspective, small mass unbalances

in these configurations can induce instability of the round as a whole typified in flight

by a large loss in range and large spin decay. For this reason, several researchers have
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investigated dynamic stability of projectiles with moving internal components.3

Soper4 evaluated the stability of a spinning projectile that contains a cylindrical mass

fitted loosely into a cylindrical cavity. Using a similar geometric configuration,

Murphy5 developed a quasi-linear solution for a projectile with an internal moving

part. Later, D'Amico6 performed a detailed series of experiments where a projectile

with a loose internal part was driven by the rotor of a freely gimbaled gyroscope.

Hodapp7 expanded the work of Soper4 and Murphy5 by considering a projectile

configuration with a partially restrained internal member with a mass center offset.

Some new projectile configurations are designed with sizeable moving parts

that are fundamental to the operation of the projectile. For example, the gimbal nose

projectile configuration mounts the nose section on a gimbal joint so that the nose is

capable of rotating freely with respect to the main body of the projectile. Several

investigations have evaluated the potential of the gimbal nose concept to be used as a

control mechanism and a means to reduce dispersion.8' 9, 10 Another example of a

multiple component configuration is the dual-spin projectile which consists of forward

and aft sections connected through a bearing allowing different spin rates for each

section. The utility of the configuration has emerged for guided spin stabilized rounds

where the control mechanism is isolated from the rapidly rotating main body.11' 12,13

The work reported here evaluates control authority of fin-stabilized and spin-

stabilized projectiles equipped with an internal part that can be controlled to an

arbitrary roll orientation. At launch, the part is assumed to be symmetric, and located

on the projectile axis of symmetry in order to avoid trajectory changes due to lateral

throw-off. Before the control mechanism is deployed, it is rotated to the desired roll

orientation. The unbalance is subsequently deployed yielding an unbalanced

configuration. By holding the part in different roll orientations with respect to a non-

rolling reference frame, predictable trajectory changes occur, suggesting a potential

control mechanism. The effects of varying inertia and aerodynamic properties of a

nominal rigid projectile are studied. The paper begins with the description of a seven-

degree of freedom flight dynamic model used for trajectory predictions along with the
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description of a flight control system to track commanded roll orientation of the part.

The simulation model is subsequently employed to predict control authority of

exemplary fin-stabilized and spin-stabilized projectiles and of the same projectiles

modified such that their inertia and aerodynamic properties are more responsive to

control. Control authority versus the radial offset, activation time, mass of unbalance,

and system velocity, is documented.

INTERNAL PART PROJECTILE DYNAMIC MODEL

A projectile containing an internal part and a mechanism capable of actively

controlling the angular position of that part about its axle is considered as shown in

Figure 2.1. The projectile (P) and the internal part (D) are both rigid bodies, connected

at an arbitrary point (C). The motion of the part is constrained to rotate about its axle.

Figure 2.1 shows the relative locations of the centers of gravity for the projectile, part,

and initially symmetrical system (S). The mathematical model describing the motion

of the system allows for seven rigid-body degrees of freedom. Three translational and

three rotational degrees of freedom are used to describe the motion of the main body

and one rotational degree of freedom is used to describe the angular motion of the part

with respect to the main projectile body. In order to develop the dynamic equations of

motion for these seven degrees of freedom, three separate reference frames are used as

shown in Figure 2.1. The ground surface is used as an inertial reference frame with

K, positive down. A body frame is fixed on the projectile at the system reference

point with 1,, positive out the nose of the projectile. Another body frame is fixed on

the center of the part bearing and its axle such that TD lies along the axle of the part.

The part body frame is initially coincident with the projectile body frame and is

oriented with respect to the projectile body frame through a set of body-fixed

rotations, WD' si)' and ØD The transformations are obtained using the standard

aerodynamic rotation sequence described by Etkin.'3



Figure 2.1 Example System Configuration
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Applying the projectile body frame to inertial frame transformation to the mass

center velocity vector yields the translational kinematic differential equations.

U

=T v
w

(1)
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C9C, SSGCq,CQSy, C0S0C+S0S4,

l'p = C0Sy, SS8S, +C0C, CS8S, (2)

S S0C9 CIbCO

Equating the angular velocity components, using Euler angle time derivatives and

body frame angular velocity components, yields the rotational kinematic differential

equations.

1 S0t9

è =0 C,

ik 0 5,/c,

ØD 0 0

c0t9 0 p
s, 0 q

C/C9 0 r
0 10)

(3)

The kinematic differential equations define seven of the fourteen dynamic

equations needed to describe the trajectory of the states. The remaining seven

differential equations are derived by separating the two-body system at the part axle

connection point and considering the reaction forces and moments associated with

each individual body as shown in Figure 2.2. A constraint force FR and a constraint

moment MR applied at the connection point C couple the part and projectile bodies.

Axial moments, T and MF, due to torque generated by the controlling mechanism

and bearing friction are applied to the bodies. The projectile body is also acted on by

aerodynamic forces, FA, and aerodynamic moments, MA. The translational dynamic

equations of motion for each body are given in Equations 4 and 5.

ma,1 = + WD (4)

md11 FR+Wp+FA (5)

Summing Equations 4 and 5 eliminates the reaction force and yields the translational

dynamic equation of motion for the projectile. When expressed in component form in

the projectile body frame it yields three translational kinetic differential equations.

mpâp/j + mDaD,I = + + 'A (6)



Figure 2.2 Free Body Diagram
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The acceleration of the mass center of the projectile a1,,, is expressed in terms of the

acceleration of the stationary system reference point, S, by applying the formula for

two points fixed on a rigid body from the stationary system reference point to the

projectile mass center.

where

dpi! = dy,, + x + ,, x(1,1, x F1,) (7)

P4
U= +,,xV511 (8)

dt
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The acceleration of the mass center of the part dD/J is expressed in terms of the

acceleration of the stationary system reference point, S, by applying the formula for

two points fixed on a rigid body from the stationary system reference point to the

connection joint C, and again from the connection joint to the part mass center D.

2D/I +ä XF,c +5ip,j x(ai,1 x+)
(9)

+aDII Xic,D +WD/J x(ãD,l xrC_,D)

The angular accelerations with respect to the inertial frame of the projectile body,

ä,,1, and the part body, aD/I, is found by taking the derivatives of the respective

angular velocities.

da,1
+U),1 XW,,, (10)

dt dt

'dá1 +D' +ëi,1 x(a,,, +WD/P) (11)
dt dt dt

Summing the moments acting on the part about the connection point C yields the

rotational equation of motion for the part body. The rotational dynamic equation of

motion for the projectile body is found by summing the moments about the projectile

mass center.

+TD XdD/j = T+MR + CD XWD MF (12)

dt

'dH --" =M TMRFpcXFR+MF (13)
dt A

Summing Equations 12 and 13 eliminates the reaction moments and forms the

rotational dynamic equation of motion for the two-body system. This equation yields

three rotational kinetic differential equations. In component form it is expressed in the

projectile body frame.

'dH,1 'dHD,f - - - -
dt

+
dt

=MArDxaD,/rCxFR+rDxWD (14)

The constraint force is obtained by subtracting Equation 5 from Equation 4.
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up/I + mDmp
(15)

mPAmD + mJ

The aerodynamic loads FA and moments MA exerted on the projectile body in the

above equations are found using standard aerodynamic theory for projectiles.'4

and 17.

The derivatives of angular momentum of the bodies are given in Equations 16

dH,1 d/,1
+óJ,1 XHD,J (16)

dt dt

ii
p/I - +äp,J Xip// (17)

dt dt

The final kinetic differential equation is found by summing the axial moments acting

on the part. This is accomplished by dotting each term of the rotational dynamic

equation of motion of the part body with the unit vector 'D of the disk body frame.

An axle joint cannot support an axial constraint moment, and therefore the reaction

moment MR does not appear in the equation.

'Ddt +ID.(DxaD/l)_JD.T+ID.(DxWD)MF (18)

The independent state variables, x, y, z, 0, 0, , and OD' are defined by the

kinematic differential equations. The variables u, v, w, p. q, r, and w are chosen for

the remaining seven states variables and are conveniently concatenated into the vector

S.

s{u v w p q r w}T (19)

The seven kinetic differential equations are found by expressing the dynamic

equations of motion given by equations 6, 14, and 18 in component form. The body

frame components of the dynamic equations of motion can be written as
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[A,,1 1B]
I APR = (20)

[ADRj LBDRJ

The matrices A1,. ,APR, and ADR, the vectors B,,,. , BPR, and BDR, and the individual

terms that form them are given in Appendix A.

SYSTEM MASS AND INERTIA PROPERTIES

To properly compare the effects on the trajectory of a projectile containing an

asymmetrical internal part to that of a rigid projectile, special consideration is given to

the formulation of the system's mass and inertial properties. The total mass and inertia

properties of the two-component system are held constant at values equal to that of a

baseline rigid projectile. A disk-shaped mass, located on the axis of symmetry of the

nominal rigid projectile, is removed from the baseline rigid projectile. The removed

mass is equal to that of the internal part. Resulting mass and inertia properties are

appropriately modified. The modified projectile comprising the two-body system is

called the projectile (P), and the original baseline projectile is called the nominal rigid

projectile. The internal part is then added to the projectile such that if the internal part

were held fixed with respect to the projectile body the combined masses produce mass

and inertia properties for the two-body system that are identical to the baseline rigid

projectile. The reference point, S, is taken as the center of mass of the baseline rigid

projectile.

CONTROL MECHANISM DEPLOYMENT

For a gun launched weapon, acceleration at the muzzle exit is sufficiently large

to prevent proper operation the on-board CPU until slightly after launch, as well as

prevent relative motion between the projectile and internal part. If the internal part is

laterally offset from the projectile axis of symmetry at the time of firing the two-body

system is equivalent to a statically unbalanced projectile. A statically unbalanced

projectile while traveling down a rifled gun barrel is mechanically constrained to
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rotate about its geometric center of form. At the muzzle of the gun, the mechanical

constraint provided by the barrel is suddenly removed, and the initial conditions of the

free-flight trajectory are dependent on the spin rate, the lateral offset of the center of

mass, and the roll orientation angle of the center of mass. The effect of a lateral center-

of-mass offset, or static unbalance is to change the initial direction of the trajectory of

a spin-stabilized projectile at the gun muzzle.15 Exterior ballisticians commonly refer

to this effect as lateral throw-off. Internal part offset from the projectile axis of

symmetry at launch results in unpredictable changes in the trajectory because roll

angle of the mass center is not practically controllable at the muzzle. To avoid lateral

throw-off effects, the internal part's center of mass is located on the projectile axis of

symmetry, and the part is symmetric and not spinning relative to the projectile. After

the system exits the muzzle the control-processing unit is powered on and a small

amount of time is allowed to elapse in order for the system to warm up. The

symmetric part is controlled to the desired roll orientation relative to a non-rolling

reference frame, reformed as an asymmetrical part, and offset from the axis of

symmetry inducing a stationary mass unbalance in the two-body system.

INTERNAL PART ORIENTATION CONTROL

To affect the trajectory of the system the roll angle of the internal part is

controlled such that it causes a stationary mass unbalance of the projectile with respect

to a non-rolling reference frame. Derivative control is used to reduce the spin rate of

the part defined as,

= p+U), (21)

to less than 1 rad/sec. The roll orientation of the symmetric part is first controlled to

the desired angle relative to the non-rolling reference frame, and then reformed

asymmetrically and offset from the projectile axis of symmetry. The no-roll reference

frame is located on the two-body system reference point, S, and is defined as an
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intermediate frame before roll angle rotation of the projectile body frame as shown in

Figure 2.3. The desired control, Ø., is specified as a roll angle between -180° and

180° with respect to the no-roll frame. The error, ØE' is defined as the angle between

the specified control angle and D The orientation angle of the part, Ø, between TD

and N is given as:

øJ -Ø+Ø (22)

A control reference frame is defined to be aligned with the desired part orientation

angle as shown in Figure 2.3.

1i [i 0 O1IIN1

= 0 (23)

Li Lo -s cCjLKNj

To determine the control command, the angle of error is computed as given.

ØE = tan'I c0 Cc* S

JC4* + Sbc

(24)

Control of the error is maintained by applying an axial torque T that is produced by

the control algorithm shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3 Internal Part Orientation Angle Control Metrics
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Figure 2.4 Internal Part Orientation Angle and Roll Rate Control Logic

TRAJECTORY CONTROL MECHANISM

The main mechanism for steering the system is a moment produced by axial

drag about the composite body center of mass that is created by positioning the part in

a fixed orientation relative to the non-rolling reference frame attached to the projectile

body. This moment causes a fin-stabilized system to swerve in the same direction of

the resulting yawing motion. However, for a spin-stabilized system, the swerve is

approximately 180 degrees out of phase with the initial direction of the yaw due to the

gyroscopic effects inherent in a spinning projectile. Thus, positioning the part to the



right of the projectile centerline will cause a spin-stabilized system to swerve to the

right and up as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Trajectory Control Mechanism



RESULTS

To generate the trajectories the fourteen differential equations described above

are numerically integrated using a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm. In order to

validate the dynamic model described above, trajectory results were generated for the

special case of a symmetric disk mounted on the axis of symmetry of the projectile.

Bearing friction was set sufficiently large so that relative motion between the disk and

projectile was negligible, hence mimicking a rigid projectile. These trajectory results

compared favorably with a well-known rigid 6 DOF model driven by the same

configuration data.

In the following studies consideration is given to modifying the mass and

inertia properties of the nominal rigid projectile such that it is fundamentally less

stable then that of a typical fin-stabilized or spin-stabilized projectile. This

modification is conducted to demonstrate the increased control authority achieved

through destabilization of a nominal rigid projectile. Removing mass from the nominal

rigid projectile and replacing it at a different location along the station line alters the

mass and inertia properties. For a spin-stabilized projectile, this modification shifts the

nominal rigid projectile center of mass forward and closer to the aerodynamic center

of pressure and decreases the resistance to rotation about the J, and i,. projectile

body axes, while maintaining the nominal rigid projectile mass. For a fin-stabilized

projectile, the nominal rigid projectile center of mass is shifted aft and closer to the

aerodynamic center of pressure. The 7-DOF two-body system constructed with a

nominal projectile is called the nominal two-body system and the 7-DOF two-body

system constructed with a modified projectile is called the modified two-body system.

Consideration is also given to increasing the drag and lift on a modified and nominal

system to further emphasize the increased control authority that is achieved by

coupling this type of mechanism with non-standard munitions. These systems are

called the modified drag system and the nominal drag system.

In order to determine the effects of using an internal part as a control

mechanism for a fin-stabilized projectile the flight characteristics of a nominal,



modified, and drag modified fin- stabilized system were simulated and compared to

the flight characteristics of a standard rigid fin-stabilized projectile. Results are shown

for a typical fin-stabilized rocket having a weight of 120.20 N. The nominal

stationline, buttline, and waterline distances to the nominal fin-stabilized projectile

center of mass are 76.20, 0.00, and 0.00 cm measured from the base. The modified

stationline, buttline, and waterline distances to the modified fin-stabilized projectile

center of mass are 46.22, 0.00, and 0.00 cm measured from the base. The nominal roll

inertia is 0.025 kg-rn2, and the nominal pitch and yaw inertia is 6.00 kg-rn2. The fin-

stabilized projectile modified roll inertia is 0.025 kg-rn2, and the modified pitch and

yaw inertia is 9.95 kg-rn2. The reformed internal part consists of a semi-cylindrical

shaped lead part mounted to an axle such that 'D coincides with I,,. The semi-

cylindrical shaped part located in the fin-stabilized system has a radius of 3.18 cm and

is 10.16 cm long. It has a mass of 1.83 kg. The part to projectile connection point is

located at the composite body center of mass. When reformed asymmetrically, the part

center of mass is radially offset from the projectile axis of symmetry a distance of

e = 1.35 cm. It has roll inertia of 1.94E-2 kg-rn2, yaw inertia of 2.02E-2 kg-rn2, and

pitch inertia of 9.28E-03 kg-rn2. The initial Euler angles 0, 0, and of the fin-

stabilized system are 0.00, 3.00, and 0.00 deg, respectively. The fin-stabilized system

is launched with a velocity of 350.52 rn/s and a spin rate of 50.00 radls. The initial

pitch and yaw rates and the side velocities are all equal to zero. The part roll rate

control is initiated 0.5 sec after the projectile is launched. It takes approximately 1 sec

to spin the part down to less than 1 rad/sec, and control the part to the desired roll

orientation. The part is asymmetrically reformed 1.5 sec into the flight. The maximum

allowable control torque is set at 13.56 N-rn. The commanded control angle Ø is

specified to be 0.00 rad for the trajectory of the nominal and modified two-body fin-

stabilized systems. Both system trajectories are compared to that of an exemplary fin-

stabilized rigid projectile. Included in the study are the trajectories of a fin-stabilized

system that result if the axial drag of a modified two-body system projectile is

increased by 30%.
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Altitudes versus range of the two-body systems are compared to that of a fin-

stabilized rigid projectile in Figure 2.6. The trajectory of the nominal system and the

Range (m)

Figure 2.6 Fin Stabilized System Altitude versus Range

rigid projectile are coincident. All systems travel down range and impact with a

vertical target at a range of 3 km. The inertia of the modified system is such that it

induces an increase in pitch at launch resulting in increased altitude. The modified

drag system also experiences an initial increase in altitude, but this quickly reduces

due to increased drag and results in a decrease in altitude at impact. In Figure 2.7,

cross range of the nominal two-body system is approximately 4 m greater than that of

a rigid projectile in a direction opposite that of the part orientation. Cross range of the

modified two-body system is approximately 27 m greater than that of a rigid

projectile. Increasing axial drag of the two body system by 30% further increases cross

range over that of a rigid projectile to approximately 40 m. The forward velocity time

histories of the fin-stbilized systems are compared to a rigid projectile in Figure 2.8.

The nominal system velocity is coincident with that of a rigid projectile,

demonstrating that the inclusion of an internal part has liule effect on the projectile
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Figure 2.7 Fin -Stabilized System Cross Range versus Range

Figure 2.8 Fin -Stabilized System Magnitude of Velocity Time History
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forward velocity. The modified two-body system, however, flies at a slightly higher

angle of attack, increasing drag, and noticeably reducing forward velocity. The roll

rate time histories of a rigid projectile, the two-body systems, and their internal parts

are shown in Figure 2.9. The part roll rates are all coincident. Control of the part

I

0 2 6 8

Time (sec)

Figure 2.9 Fin Stabilized System Roll Rate Time Histories

roll rate is not initiated until 0.5 sec into the flight and a moment due to bearing

friction causes roll rate of the part to decrease at a slower rate than that of the

projectile body. When control is initiated at 0.5 sec, torque is applied to the part

causing it to rotate in a direction opposite to that of the projectile. The applied torque

acts on the projectile in an equal and opposite direction causing it to spin down. Once

control is implemented it takes approximately 0.2 sec to reduce roll rate of the part to

less than 1 radlsec, and another 0.8 sec to control the roll orientation of the

symmetrical part to the desired angle relative to the non-rolling reference frame as

shown in Figure 2.10. The maximum torque required to reduce the spin rate to less

than 1 Tad/sec is approximately 0.30 N-rn as shown in Figure 2.11. Once roll rate of

the part is reduced, and reformed asymmetrically at an offset from the projectile axis
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of symmetry, approximately half the maximum torque is necessary to control the disk

at a specified angle. Angle of attack versus time of the two-body systems is compared

to that of a rigid projectile in Figure 2.12. The inertial characteristics of the modified
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Figure 2.12 Fin Stabilized System Angle of Attack

projectile cause an initial increase in the angle of attack of the modified two-body

system at launch. Fixing the orientation of the mass unbalance and reforming the part

asymmetrically (occurs at 1.5 sec) perturbs the system dynamics affecting increases in

the angle of attack of both two-body systems. It also induces lateral oscillations in the

angle of attack, which decay over time. However, the perturbations due to the

reformation of the part results in the modified two-body system angle of attack

increasing with time. Fixing the orientation of the mass unbalance at a 0 deg control

angle causes an increase in the Euler yaw angle of the two-body systems as shown in

Figure 2.13. However, it has very little effect on Euler pitch angle shown in Figure

2.14. If the part were fixed at an angle of 90 or 270 deg a large increase would be seen
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in the Euler pitch angle and the Euler yaw angle would not be affected.

In order to evaluate control authority size and shape, vertical plane dispersion

patterns are shown in Figure 2.15 for different part command angles. Control authority

I
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Figure 2.15 Control Authority Plot for Fin Stabilized Systems

is defined as the dispersion pattern created by the set of impact points. Control

authority is shown for the nominal and modified two-body systems and for the

nominal and modified two-body systems with 30% increased axial drag. For this study

the orientation of the mass unbalance is controlled at angles from 0 to 360 deg in

increments of 10 deg and impact points are plotted with respect to the impact points of

similar uncontrolled systems. Predictable dispersion patterns are achieved for given



mass unbalance orientation angles. Moreover, increased control authority is achieved

by modifying the mass, inertia and aerodynamic properties of a rigid projectile such

that it is fundamentally less stable than that of a typical fin stabilized projectile.

In order to evaluate the effect that velocity has on a system containing an

internal part, dispersion patterns were generated for a range of launch velocities of a

modified fin-stabilized system fired at a pitch angle of 3 deg from an altitude of 3000

m at a target 3000 m down range. The effects of varying velocity are isolated from the

time at which the internal mechanism is deployed by reforming the part

asymmetrically at the same range (762 m) for each of the velocities. The radial mean

of dispersion was calculated from the impact points generated by simulating the

trajectories of the modified fin-stabilized system equipped with a semi-cylindrical part

controlled at angles from 0 to 360 deg in increments of 10 deg. The radial mean of

dispersion and average station line distance from the center of pressure to the system

center of gravity is plotted versus average velocity in Figure 2.16. The increase in
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Figure 2.16 Fin-Stabilized Dispersion and Average Station Line Distance
versus Average Velocity



control authority at lower velocities is due to the fact that fin-stabilized systems

usually become less stable at lower velocities, and therefore perturbation due to the

axial drag induced moment results in a greater increase in yaw and consequently

dispersion. The decrease in stability is a result of the Mach number dependent station

line center of pressure approaching the system station line center of gravity at lower

velocity. This observable fact is shown in Figure 2.16 where average station line

distance from the center of pressure to the system station line center of mass is plotted

versus velocity on the right hand side of the graph. Consequences of increasing

dispersion by lowering velocity are an increase in time to target and a loss in altitude

as shown in Figures 2.17 and 2.18.

A subsequent study was performed to determine the effects of using an internal

part as a control mechanism for a spin-stabilized projectile. The flight characteristics

of a nominal, modified, and drag modified spin stabilized system were simulated and

compared to the flight characteristics of a nominal and modified rigid spin stabilized
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Figure 2.17 Fin-Stabilized System Time to Target as a Function of Velocity
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Figure 2.18 Fin-Stabilized System Loss in Altitude as a Function of Velocity

projectile. Results are shown for a typical 155mm spin-stabilized artillery shell having

a nominal weight of 422 N. The nominal stationline, buttline, and waterline distances

to the nominal spin-stabilized projectile center of mass are 0.32, 0.0, and 0.0 m

measured from the base. The stationline, buttline, and waterline distances to the

modified projectile center of mass are 0.62, 0.00, and 0.00 m measured from the base.

The spin-stabilized projectile nominal roll inertia is 0.48 kg-rn2, and the nominal pitch

and yaw inertias are 6.21 kg-rn2. The spin-stabilized projectile modified roll inertia is

0.61 kg-rn2, and the modified pitch and yaw inertias are 5.35 kg-rn2. The reformed

internal part contained in the spin-stabilized system consists of a semi-cylindrical

shaped lead part that has a mass of 4.58 kg, a radius of 6.35 crn and is 6.35 cm thick.

The part to projectile connection point is located at the composite body center of mass.

When reformed asymmetrically, the part center of mass is radially offset from the

projectile axis of symmetry a distance of e = 2.69 cm. It has a roll inertia of 1 .94E-2

kg-rn2, a yaw inertia of 2.02E-2 kg-rn2, and a pitch inertia of 9.28E-03 kg-rn2.
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The initial Euler angles 0, 9, and t' of the spin-stabilized projectile are 0.0,

30.0, and 0.0 deg, respectively. The spin-stabilized projectile leaves the muzzle with a

velocity of 838.20 m./s and a spin rate of 1675.00 radls. The initial pitch and yaw rates

and the side velocities are all equal to zero. Part roll rate control is initiated 2 sec after

the projectile leaves the muzzle. It requires approximately 3 sec to spin the part down

to less than 1 rad/sec and another 0.5 sec to control the part to the desired roll

orientation. The part is asymmetrically reformed 6.0 sec into flight. The maximum

allowable control torque is 13.56 N-rn. The commanded control angle is specified

to be 0.0 deg. In order to determine the effects that altering the aerodynamics of a

modified projectile have on a spin-stabilized system, the Mach number dependent,

drag and lift force coefficients of the modified spin-stabilized projectile are increased

by 30%. However, indirect fire weapons suffer a loss in range and altitude with

increased drag, therefore the increased control authority due to the moment produced

from axial drag about the system center of mass is offset by the loss in time of flight.

In order to compare the effects of altering drag and lift coefficients on the system, the

muzzle velocity of the modified drag system is increased to 960 rn/s to compensate for

the loss in altitude and range caused by the increase.

Altitude versus range of nominal, modified, and modified drag, two-body

systems is compared to that of nominal and modified rigid projectiles in Figure 2.19.

The inertia of the modified two-body system is such that it induces a negative pitch

rate at launch. Because of gyroscopic effects inherent in spinning projectiles, the

negative pitch rate results in a positive increase in altitude and consequent increase in

range. Increasing the axial and normal drag by 30% of the modified drag system and

increasing its muzzle velocity to 960 mIs increases the altitude while maintaining

approximately the same range as the modified system. A further increase in altitude is

gained by the two-body systems over the altitude of the rigid projectiles because of

increased spin rate due to the axial torque necessary to orient the internal part. Figure
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2.20 shows that controlling the internal part at an angle of 0 deg results in an increased

range of approximately 20 m over that of a nominal rigid projectile. It affects an

increase in cross range of approximately 55 m over that of an uncontrolled two-body

system in the direction of the part orientation. Controlling the internal part at an angle

of 0 deg in a modified two-body system results in an increased range of approximately

80 m and an increased cross range of approximately 90 m over that of a modified rigid

projectile. Increasing the drag and lift coefficients further increases the cross range to

approximately 190 m, however range is decreased by approximately 55 m. Note that

the spin-stabilized system lateral swerve in the horizontal plane is in a direction

opposite to that of the motion that would be intuitively produced as a result of the

axial drag acting about the composite body center of gravity. Referring to Figure 2.7,

it can be seen that the direction of horizontal plane swerve for a fin-stabilized system

is opposite that of a spin-stabilized system for the same part orientation control angle.

The forward velocity time histories of the nominal and modified two-body systems

that are compared in Figure 2.21 are almost coincident demonstrating that the

inclusion of an internal part has little effect on a spin-stabilized system's forward

velocity. The modified two-body system, however, flies at a slightly higher angle of

attack, increasing drag, and slightly reducing the forward velocity (approximately 3

mis). The modified drag system reduction in forward velocity is due to the increased

axial force. The roll rate time histories of the controlled two-body systems, and their

internal parts are shown in Figure 2.22. Control of the part roll rate is not initiated

until 2 sec into the flight and a moment due to bearing friction causes roll rate of the

part to decrease at a reduced rate than that of the projectile body. When control is

initiated at 2 sec, torque is applied to the part causing it to rotate in a direction

opposite to that of the projectile. The applied torque acts on the projectile in an equal

and opposite direction causing it to spin up. The modified systems have greater roll

inertia than the nominal system, and do not spin up as quickly or to as large a rate.

However, because of the greater roll inertia the modified systems' spin rates are not

damped out to the same extent as the nominal system's spin rate. Once control is
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implemented it requires approximately 3.0 sec to reduce roll rate of the part to less

than 1 radlsec, and another 0.5 sec to control the roll orientation to the desired angle

relative to the non-rolling reference frame (Figure 2.23). In order to achieve zero spin

200

U
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50
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Figure 2.23 Spin Stabilized System Part Orientation Angle Time History

rate with respect to the no-roll frame the part is spun at a rate equal and opposite to

that of the projectile. For a spin-stabilized system, this initially requires a significant

torque and during this time the controller is saturated as shown in the control torque

profile in Figure 2.24. Once roll rate of the part is reduced, and reformed

asymmetrically at an offset from the projectile axis of symmetry, the torque necessary

to control the disk at a specified angle becomes more manageable and changes in

angle can be achieved in less than 0.5 sec. Angle of attack versus time of the

controlled two-body systems is compared to that of the rigid projectiles in Figure 2.25.

Inertial characteristics of the modified projectile cause an initial increase in the angle

of attack of the modified two-body system at launch. Fixing the orientation of the

mass unbalance (occurs at 6 sec) perturbs the system dynamics affecting increases in

the angle of attack of the controlled two-body systems. It also induces lateral
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oscillations of the nominal two-body system angle of attack, which decay over time.

Fixing the mass unbalance at an angle of 0 deg in the controlled systems increases

their Euler yaw and pitch angles as shown in Figures 2.26 and 2.27. A greater increase

in these angles is achieved in the modified systems.

7
Nominal System
Nom. Rigid Proj.

6 Modified System
- Mod. Rigid Proj.
x MM Iflrio SvQtP

-
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Time (sec)

Figure 2.26 Spin Stabilized System Euler Yaw Angle
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In order to evaluate the effect that controlling the orientation of the mass

unbalance at different angles has on a spin-stabilized system, dispersion patterns

shown in Figure 2.28 are generated for the nominal, modified, and modified drag, two-

body spin-stabilized systems. As in the fin-stabilized study the orientation of the mass

unbalance is controlled at angles from 0 to 360 deg in increments of 10 deg. Ground

impact points are plotted with respect to the impact points of a similar rigid projectile.

The patterns are laterally shifted about the rigid projectile impact points because of the

increased roll rates of the controlled systems. These axial torque induced roll rates

produce magnus forces that cause the controlled systems to swerve more laterally.

Figure 2.28 is significant in the fact that it shows that predictable dispersion patterns

are achieved for given mass unbalance orientation angles for a spin-stabilized system

as well as for a fin-stabilized system. Increased control authority is also achieved with

a spin-stabilized system by modifying the inertia and aerodynamic properties of the

nominal rigid projectile such that it is fundamentally less stable then that of a typical
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Figure 2.28 Control Authority Plot for Spin Stabilized Systems (Q.E. = 300)

spin stabilized projectile. Altering the aerodynamic properties changes the dynamics

of the system such that the impact points for given angles are out of phase with the

impact points generated from the same angles of a non-aerodynamically altered

system.

Figure 2.29 shows the dispersion patterns for a nominal spin-stabilized system

fired at quadrant elevations of 15 deg., 30 deg., and 45 deg. Range control of an

internal part control mechanism is limited in indirect fire weapons by the angle of fire.

Changes in cross range are proportional to the quadrant elevation of the muzzle,

however changes in range are sensitive to the pitch angle of the projectile. To
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demonstrate this phenomenon the system was fired at several different quadrant

elevations, and the effected change in range is plotted versus the change in pitch angle

shown in Figure 2.30. For a system fired at a quadrant elevation of 50 deg., any

change in pitch angle affected by the internal mechanism produces very little change

in range.

A modified spin-stabilized system was fired at a quadrant elevation of 30 deg.

with a semi-cylindrical internal part controlled at angles from 0 to 360 deg in

increments of 10 deg. and reformed asymmetrically 6 sec into the flight. Muzzle

velocity was varied from of 595 to 1265 mi's. The initial roll rate was assumed

constant and all other initial conditions were as given in the trajectory study previously

discussed. In order to isolate the effects of velocity on the trajectory the radial mean of

dispersion per trajectory length is plotted versus average velocity in Figure 2.31.

Unlike a fin-stabilized system, spin-stabilized systems achieve greater control

authority with higher velocity. In a spin-stabilized system the Mach number dependent
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station line center of pressure shifts aft toward the system station line center of gravity

as velocity is increased, thus destabilizing the system. This finding is shown in Figure

2.31 where average station line distance from the center of pressure to the system

center of mass is plotted on the right hand side of the graph. This destabilization

allows the perturbations due to axial drag-induced moments to have a greater impact

on the amount of control authority.

The effect of increasing part mass or increasing the distance the part center of

mass is offset from the projectile axis of symmetry acts to increase control authority.

However, the size and shape of the part is constrained by the size and shape of the

projectile that it is contained within. A study was conducted in which material was

removed in increasing radial amounts (as shown in Figure 2.32) from a disk shaped

Mass Removed

1 I<>
It

Radial Increment

Axle Connection Point

Part Mass Center

Figure 2.32 Part Mass Removal Configuration

part contained in a modified fin-stabilized system. Removing material from the disk,

results in a trade-off between increased mass center offset distance and decreased part

mass. The radial mean of dispersion was calculated from the impact points generated

by simulating the trajectories of a modified fin-stabilized system equipped with the
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various parts controlled at angles from 0 to 360 deg in increments of 10 deg. By

generating the dispersion patterns and calculating the radial mean it is shown in Figure

2.33 that control authority is linearly proportional to the mass of the part times the
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Figure 2.33 Dispersion as a Function of Part Mass Times Part Mass Center
Offset

radial offset of the part center of mass. The radial mean produced by the most mass

and smallest offset distance is recorded at the bottom left of the curve. As mass

decreases and offset distance increases the curve slopes up and to the right. As mass

decreases further the curve retraces itself back to the bottom left. The same study

conducted for a spin-stabilized system produces an identical trend. The largest radial

mean is achieved using a semi-cylindrical part as depicted in Figure 2.3, with p =0.

In order to evaluate the effect that mechanism activation time has on control

authority, dispersion patterns are shown for a modified spin-stabilized system fired at

a quadrant elevation of 30 deg with nominal initial conditions. The allowable control

torque was specified to be unlimited and the reformation time of the part was varied.

The resulting radial mean of dispersion is plotted versus the part reformation time in



Figure 2.34. For an ideal system in which control torque is unlimited and the part is
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Figure 2.34 Spin-Stabilized Dispersion versus Time of Part Reformation

considered controlled at the desired orientation at firing, control authority achieved is

greatly increased to a value of approximately 380 m. The amount of dispersion is

greatly reduced as the time of part reformation is increased.

Typical dispersion results for an uncontrolled nominal fin-stabilized rigid

projectile based on a sample of 200 trajectories subjected to initial and in-flight errors

are shown in Figure 2.35. Induced launch errors are normally distributed random

variables with means equal to zero. The standard deviations are as follows: launch

range position and launch cross range position standard deviations = 6.56 m, launch

elevation aiming error = 0.34 deg, launch azimuth aiming error standard deviation =

0.23 deg, forward velocity error standard deviation = 13.12 m, pitch and yaw rate error

standard deviation = 0.3 radls, side velocity errors standard deviations = 6.56 mIs, and

mean wind magnitude standard deviation = 6.56 mIs. The mean wind direction is

considered as a uniformly distributed random variable varying from 0 to 360 deg. The

circular error probable (CEP) shown as a dotted line in Figure 2.35 is defined as the
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Figure 2.35 Uncontrolled Dispersion of a Fin-Stabilized Rigid Projectile
and Fin-Stabilized System Control Authority

minimum radius of a circle centered at the mean impact point and containing at least

50% of the shot impact points (shown as x's). The control authorities for nominal,

modified, and modified drag fin-stabilized systems are shown on Figure 2.35 as solid

lines and are labeled accordingly. Ideally, a practical control mechanism has control

authority significantly greater than the CEP of the uncontrolled round. However,

impact point dispersion can only be reduced to the accuracy of a weapon's position

estimate in the vicinity of the target and the control authority suggested from the

simulation should be tempered against position estimate errors that add to dispersion



characteristics of a fielded weapon. The dispersion generated from the trajectories of a

nominal fin-stabilized rigid projectile subjected to errors induced at launch and in

flight result in a CEP of 27.4 m. The CEP shown in Figure 2.35 is almost coincident

with the control authority of the modified fin-stabilized system, however the control

authority plot is slightly elliptical and the CEP circle is barely visible just inside it.

The control authority for a controlled nominal system contains only 1.5% of all impact

points produced from errors induced at launch and during flight. This result establishes

the fact that an internal part control mechanism is not a viable system for decreasing

dispersion of the nominal system. However, the modified and modified drag system

yield control authority that contains 48.5% and 79.5% of all impact points generated.

This indicates that a controlled modified fin-stabilized system is capable of creating

impact point changes that are the same order of magnitude as 50% of those caused by

errors induced at launch and in flight. A controlled modified drag fin-stabilized system

is capable of creating impact point changes that are the same order of magnitude as

roughly 80% of all error induced dispersion.

Typical dispersion results based on a sample of 200 trajectories subjected to

initial and in-flight errors for an uncontrolled nominal spin-stabilized rigid projectile

fired at a 30 deg quadrant elevation are shown in Figure 2.36. The induced errors are

the same as those for the fin-stabilized systems except for initial pitch and yaw rate,

which have specified means of 0 radls and standard deviations of 2 radls. The labeled

solid lines shown in Figure 2.36 are the control authorities for nominal, modified, and

modified drag spin-stabilized systems. A CEP of 165 m is obtained for the

uncontrolled nominal system. A controlled nominal spin-stabilized system is only

capable of a control authority that contains 11.5% of all impact points generated, and a

controlled modified spin-stabilized system has control authority that contains 37.5% of

all impact points generated. A modified drag spin-stabilized system equipped with an

internal part control mechanism creates impact point changes that are the same order

of magnitude as 50.5% of those caused by errors induced at launch and in flight.
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CONCLUSIONS

A seven-degree of freedom flight dynamic model is documented and

subsequently used for trajectory predictions of fin-stabilized and spin-stabilized

projectiles equipped with internal unbalanced rotating parts. It is shown that holding

the unbalanced part in a fixed roll orientation with respect to the no-roll reference

frame causes predictable trajectory changes with respect to an uncontrolled system

including predictable impact point changes. The main mechanism for steering the
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projectile is a moment produced by axial drag about the composite body center of

mass that is created by positioning the part in a fixed roll orientation. Control authority

for both types of systems is shown to increase proportionally as the multiplicative

value of unbalance-offset distance times part mass is increased. The amount of control

authority achieved is greatly increased the earlier in flight that control is initiated. Fin-

stabilized system control authority is increased with lower average flight velocity,

while spin-stabilized system control authority is increased with higher average flight

velocity. The effect of decreasing or increasing the velocity in the appropriate system

is to destabilize the projectile by moving the center of pressure closer to the center of

gravity such that it is more responsive to perturbations caused by axial drag induced

moments. It should be noted that range control of an internal part control mechanism

is limited in indirect fire weapons by the angle of fire. Changes in cross range are

proportional to the quadrant elevation of the muzzle, however changes in range are

sensitive to the pitch angle of the projectile. Internal part control mechanisms do not

effect sizeable reductions in dispersion when employed in conventionally designed

uncontrolled projectiles. In order to achieve significant reductions in dispersion,

internal part control mechanisms must be coupled with systems that are fundamentally

less stable than current standard off-the-shelf weapons.
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APPENDIX A - KINETIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Angular velocity of the projectile expressed in the projectile body frame:

(Al)

[ I lol

(A2)

I

oJ

000 100
0= 0 0 0 , 1= 0 1 0 (A3)000 001

Angular velocity of the part expressed in the projectile body frame:

= As (A4)

A=0IU (A5)

CC
9D Y"D

U = C9
Y'D

(A6)

S9

Angular velocity of the part expressed in the part body frame:

(DD/J =ADs (A7)

1

A= 0TJ 0 (A8)

0

where TD is the transformation matrix from the part body frame to the projectile body

frame.

[C9 C,
ØD
S9 C, CD 'D

C 5°D C, + S S
ØD D I

TD = [C9
5WD 50D 5D 5D + C Cw C 5D S 5D C (A9)

-S S COD CC9
]D ØD

Angular acceleration of the projectile expressed in the projectile body frame:
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=A,,,,s (AlO)

[ I lol

AppOIlO (All)
oJ

Angular acceleration of the part expressed in the projectile body frame:

aD/I =As+B (Al2)

A= OIU (A13)

= s{a,, }Uw (A14)

s{ }designates a skew-symmetric operator formed using the components of the vector

it is describing as shown in Equation A15:

0 S3 S2

s{ }= S3 o S, (A15)

s2 S1 0

For instance, S is the skew-symmetric operator for the angular velocity of the

projectile expressed in the projectile body frame.

Angular acceleration of the part expressed in the part body frame:

aD/I = AD + BD (A16)

AD=T'Ap (A17)

BD=TBp (A18)

Translational acceleration of the system reference point expressed in the projectile

body frame:

= AAs + BASP (A 19)

lol

AASP = [i o
I
o (A20)
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Iu

BAS? =s{ô,1}v (A21)

t.w

Translational acceleration of the projectile center of mass expressed in the projectile

body frame:

a,,,, = A,,,, + BM,p (A22)

AM,,, AASP s{,, }A,, (A23)

Iu

B,,,,,, = s{a51, } (A24)

[w

Translational acceleration of the part expressed in the projectile body frame:

a,1 = AADp. + BAD,, (A25)

AADP = A,,,,,, }AE,,p SfrD }A,, (A26)

Ixc
BAD? BAPP + s{,,,1}s{o,,,1}{ Ypc S{FCD}BYJ,P

I zc

XCD

YCD (A27)

ZCD

Translational acceleration of the part expressed in the part body frame:

= AADD + BADD (A28)

A = TTAADPADD D (A29)

"ADD 1D (A30)

Angular momentum time derivative of the projectile body expressed in the projectile

body frame:

dl?,,,,
+ B,,,,,, (A3 1)

dt
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A11 = IpApp (A32)

B11 = }i s (A33)

Angular momentum time derivative of the part body expressed in the projectile body

frame:

duD,! =A +BHDp (A34)
dt

HOP

AHDP = TDIDTAP (A35)

BHDP = TDIDTDAYDPS + TDIDTAps+ TDIDTB + s{a,, }TDIDTAPs (A36)

Angular momentum time derivative of the part body expressed in the part body frame:

duD,!
AHDD. + BHDD (A37)

dr

AHDP = IDAaDP (A38)

BHDP = IDBaDP + S{üD,,}IDAPs (A39)

Constraint force expressed in the projectile body frame:

F'R = AF + B,R,, (A40)

A mDmP
(A A) (A41)FRJ'

mD + m

1XA1'

BF
mDmP

IBADP BAPP + I (A42)
m0+m mpI II

I. AJ)

Translational dynamic equation of motion for the projectile body:

A=B7. (A43)

A = + m0A (A44)

0 XA

B = TJ 0 + "A mPBAPP mDBADP (A45)

Wp+WD ZA

Angular dynamic equation of motion for the projectile body:

APR = BPR (A46)
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APR = AHPP + AHDP + mDS{rC9D }AM,p + }AF, (A47)

LA 0

BPR = MA + S{D}Tp7' 0 BHPP

NA WD

-BHDP mDS{r,4D}B,flP (A48)

Angular dynamic equation of motion for the part body:

ADR. = BDR (A49)

ADR = {i 0 o}. [AHDD + mDSRCDA,JD I (A50)

1 0 1 IXA

BDR ={i 0 0}.{TT 0 y }_mPBP _mDBADP} (A51)

LWP+WDJ LzA



GENERAL CONCLUSION

The atmospheric flight mechanics of a projectile equipped with an

uncontrolled internal rotating disk is investigated and a modified projectile linear

theory established. A further study evaluates the active trajectory control of a

projectile using a mass unbalance, created by the radial orientation of an internal part.

The equations of motion for a projectile containing an axisymmetric rotating

internal disk that spins at a constant rate have been developed. The model allows for

the disk to be located off the axis of symmetry of the projectile and oriented at

arbitrary angles relative to the projectile axis of symmetry. Projectile linear theory has

been modified to accommodate projectile configurations that contain an internal

rotating disk. The addition of an internal rotating disk alters several of the coefficients

in the epicyclic dynamic equations leading to modified fast and slow epicyclic modes.

For a specified mass and spin ratio the orientation of the disk affects the epicyclic

dynamics of the system, however the location of the disk has no affect on the epicyclic

dynamics. When the disk axis is perpendicular to the projectile axis of symmetry, the

epicyclic fast and slow modes are equal to the rigid projectile case. If the mass ratio

times the spin ratio is held constant the same epicyclic modes are produced for a given

disk orientation.

A seven-degree of freedom flight dynamic model is documented and

subsequently used for trajectory predictions of fin-stabilized and spin-stabilized

projectiles equipped with internal unbalanced rotating parts. It is shown that holding

the unbalanced part in a fixed roll orientation with respect to the no-roll reference

frame causes predictable trajectory changes with respect to an uncontrolled system

including predictable impact point changes. The main mechanism for steering the

projectile is a moment produced by axial drag about the composite body center of

mass that is created by positioning the part in a fixed roll orientation. Control authority

for both types of systems is shown to increase proportionally as the multiplicative

value of unbalance-offset distance times part mass is increased. The amount of control

authority achieved is greatly increased the earlier in flight that control is initiated. Fin-
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stabilized system control authority is increased with lower average flight velocity,

while spin-stabilized system control authority is increased with higher average flight

velocity. The effect of decreasing or increasing the velocity in the appropriate system

is to destabilize the projectile by moving the center of pressure closer to the center of

gravity such that it is more responsive to perturbations caused by axial drag induced

moments. It should be noted that range control of an internal part control mechanism

is limited in indirect fire weapons by the angle of fire. Changes in cross range are

proportional to the quadrant elevation of the muzzle, however changes in range are

sensitive to the pitch angle of the projectile. Internal part control mechanisms do not

effect sizeable reductions in dispersion when employed in conventionally designed

uncontrolled projectiles. In order to achieve significant reductions in dispersion,

internal part control mechanisms must be coupled with systems that are fundamentally

less stable than current standard off-the-shelf weapons.




